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Abstract: Software development is a very important field. Various approaches to software development has been

proposed. Diverse people traits and tools and processes are need to support the software development ecosystem.

This paper is a systematic literature review of people traits and tools needed. In this paper people traits needed at

every stage of the software lifecycle are disused. Also various tools needed at each stage of the software development

lifecycle are explained briefly. These two aspects are explained by detailing at each stage of requirement of the

software lifecycle process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software development is a very important activity which also contributes to the society at large. There are

different types of software used at different stages of life. Software in the form of video games are used by kids

and adults alike. Students use educational and e-learning soft5ware to get better grades in any college or university.

Youngsters also use software in the form of event management portals to book movies and social events online.

Youngsters also use the software to look for prospective matrimony portals. Married people use software to

book holidays and also to book train and air tickets online. These days even grocery, furniture and every other

goods required at home can be bought online with the help of ecommerce sites[1-3].

Software development is not an easy thing though. A lot of effort goes into building a software. Various

software development models like lifecycle model, prototype model, spiral model and agile model have been

proposed and used to build a particular software. This take care of the process part of software development.

There are other factors that contribute to software development. Software is build by people using manual or

automated tools which enable faster building of software[4].

When people are involved in building software there personality traits also contributes in building any

software. People interact in various levels while building software. Software engineers are involved in writing

basic programming and are at the bottom rung of the ladder of the corporate world. Team leads are involved in

integrating the code written by software engineers and assisting the team under their mentorship to deliver

within timelines. Project managers are involved in budgeting and solving any infrastructure issues related to any
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project. Group and senior project managers are involved in interacting with customers and updating them about

the developments and also to take their feedback to develop the software in conformity to their requirements.

Delivery managers and the senior management are involved in facilitating the ecosystem better[5-6].

At each of these levels traits of these people involved in building a software plays a primordial role.

Software engineers should be good team players and gel well with each other. Team leaders should possess

enough leadership skills to solve any behavioral conflict among various team members who could have come

from various backgrounds. Project managers should have skills to interact with customers on a weekly or a

monthly basis. In these interactions communication of failure to deliver any task within timelines to a customer

is extremely difficult and requires special skills. Senior managements responsibility lies in recruiting right

person with right skills for a particular job who could carry out the above mentioned responsibilities without any

hindrance[7-9].

The other important contributor to software development is the software used to facilitate every stage in

the model being used. Right from the requirement analysis stage to the deployment stage there are various

software tools used to enable and facilitate software development.

Prominent software’s that are used today range from dial, together, rational rose software for design stage

to selenium at the testing stage. Without the aid of these software’s it would be extremely difficult to manually

test or design any software. Even for planning and scheduling a particular project MS project is used which

facilitates the same.

Another concept that is the buzzword today in the software world is that of automation. As per the famous

jargon coined as fourth industrial revolution. It involves automating repetitive tasks so that once could focus on

innovation in software development. Driverless cars, smart homes, smart city, smart traffic management, disaster

prediction etc.. are some of the newer areas in which software could be built.

Scripting languages like python and Angular.js are widely being used to aid the process of automation.

Robotics are going to be the ones which shall disrupt the software industry in the near future. Big data analytics

is another area which might also lead to widespread disruptions that could shake up the software development

ecosystem.

In this paper systematic literature review of the people and tools aspect of software development is carried

out. Various traits of software developers along with in depth analysis of various tools used in building a software

is taken into consideration.

It also throws some light on the probable disruptions that might change the software development landscape

in the near future. How people traits and software tools gel together shall also be explained in this paper.

Our next section describes people traits that enable software development. In section 3 tools used to build

a software are explained in details. Section 5 concludes this work and later acknowledgement is given to the data

source followed by references.

2. PEOPLE TRAITS

Intellectual capital is the sum of all knowledge in possession of firms which they can use for their own competitive

advantage. It involves all the resources which a company and can use while building the software. It comprises

of three main subcategories[10-14]:

a) Human capital: It involves the skills required by people to execute their works in a better and productive

manner. It involves knowledge about programs, the architecture, databases and the coding practices

etc... It is to be possessed at the bottom rung of the ladder by people to program modules and to create

and build databases. It also involves domain knowledge of employees and product knowledge. The
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domain knowledge includes various alternate ways to solve various problems. It also includes creative

aspects such as contributing to software development ecosystem by suggestive innovative ideas to software

development ecosystem. It also includes knowledge of existing properties and concept and logic location

within existing code. It also includes coding conventions, knowledge of development tools etc..

b) Social capital: This skills involves interpersonal skills needed to gel and interact with people to

collaborate so as to develop software. It involves convincing skills needed at team lead or higher level

to aid decision making. It also includes knowledge management skills needed to share knowledge

within the team. It also includes giving constructive feedback to each other within the team so to

develop the work environment. It involves distributing workload evenly within the team and also

shifting workload whenever any team member is on leave. It not only involves relations within a team

but also external or inter-team relations as well. This relations might include but is not restricted to

collaboration with subject matter experts in the organizations, collaborating with other units, networking

through various forums or social networking, collaborating with products heads and program managers

and finally collaborating with customers. Another very important aspect of social capital is trust

without which maintain inter personal relations is very difficult.

c) Organization capital: It includes resources regarding the software. It encompasses software code,

documentation, architecture, environment, culture and infrastructure. This is a very important element

as far as customer satisfaction is concerned because without organization capital satisfying a customer’s

needs shall be very difficult. Based on the software \architecture and software structure the entire

corporate organization structure can be decided. Depending on the culture or approach followed in

software development organization structure is decided.

Various levels in the organization structure different skill set from the intellectual capital so as to execute

their works efficiently. At the bottom of the ladder focus is more on the human capital component and as one

grows in the corporate ladder social and organization capital come into picture. It becomes imperative on the

part of team and leads and above to acquire social skills without which growth in the corporate ladder is next to

impossible.

Another concept in software development ecosystem is perceived intellectual capital and actual human

capital. In many organizations there is a perception that gets built in the minds of senior management and this is

also projected to the customers while signing deals for the company. But actually on ground and in reality the

actual intellectual capital might be totally different. This gap between perceived and actual intellectual capital is

what leads to customer dissatisfaction and delay in delivering an effective software within timelines with any

software organization.

The only way which can bridge the gap between perceived and actual intellectual capital is by doing

surveys between different teams and across the organization. The survey can be done by an external consultant

so that without any fear people can give their honest opinions in the said surveys.

The senior management can then get a true picture about the gap between the perceived and actual intellectual

capital and based on the same can take steps to lessen the gap by either hiring better people or by improving

social skills by team engagement activities.

Action to mitigate gaps in social capital might include merging teams or shuffling of resources from one

project to another and also shuffling resources at senior management level so as to get fresh ideas infused into

different practice verticals.

Action in mitigating gap in human capital can be achieved by controlling attrition since as people grow

within teams in experience it would obviously add to the overall human capital of the company. It can also be

achieved with proper cross skilling and re skilling activities.
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Action in mitigating organization capital can be accomplished by enhancing documentation within different

software teams and increasing capital allocation for developing infrastructure across verticals. This call can only

be taken y the senior management of any software company[15].

3. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOLS

Software development has various approaches. One of the most earlier and prominent approaches is the lifecycle

model. This section highlights the tools necessary to facilitate smooth functioning of each of the stages in the

lifecycle model. The tools used in each of the stages of the lifecycle model are mentioned below[16-18]:

a) Requirement analysis: The first stage of the software lifecycle model is the requirement gathering or

requirement analysis stage. In this stage the single point of contact from a company preferably a

software project manager gathers requirements about the software to be developed from all

stakeholders. In this stage two set of tools are prominently used:

i) Requirement modeling tools: Tools required to elicit, modify and validate requirement gathered from

all the stakeholders are categorized as requirement modeling tools.

ii) Requirement traceability tools: Tools requirement to manage the proper flow and trace the requirement

are categorized under this section.

b) Software Design tools: The second stage of the software lifecycle model is design stage. Here the

algorithm and process and program flow of a particular project are finalized. Various Unified

Modeling Language diagrams are drawn at this stage. Some of them are use case diagram, sequence

diagram, collaboration diagram, activity diagram, state chart diagram etc.. Apart from this data

flow and control flow diagrams are also finalized in this stage. Tools used in this stage include

rational rose , dia etc..

c) Software development tools: Software development is the most important stage of the software lifecycle

model. Here is very actually the software is programmed by software engineers. Various tools required

at this stage include and are not restricted to program editors, interpreters, debuggers, compilers and

code generators.

d) Software Testing tools: Once the software has been developed, it has to be tested for any bugs or

errors and the same has to be rectified before deploying the same at the customer location. This is

taken care by the software testing stage of the software lifecycle model. Tests can vary from being

done at the program level by an individual. Here the individual tests the code he/she has written by

using test cases and che3cks if he/she is getting desired output for any input given. At a later stage

integration test is carried out to make sure that the complete software is free of errors. Finally load

test is done to ensure the software is able to withstand more load once it gets deployed at the customer

location. And at the last stage alpha and beta test are carried out to test the final cut of the software

developed. Various tools can facilitate carrying out the above mentioned tests. These are IDE’s like

selenium etc..

e) Software deployment tools: Once the software is deployed and thoroughly tested for any errors/

bugs it needs to be deployed at the customer location or the end-user site. Various tools are used

at this stage of the lifecycle model for the said software deployment like web server, application

servers, databases etc.. Examples of web servers include Microsoft IIS, Apache web server.

Examples of application servers include WebLogic application server, WebSphere application

server etc..

In addition to the above mentioned tools other tools used in the software development are Microsoft

Project which is used to plan and schedule a particular project[19-20].
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4. PEOPLE TRAITS AND TOOLS

At different stages of software development lifecycle people with different skill sets and experience are needed.

At an early stage people with 2-3 years of programming experience are needed and tools to be used are those

under software development umbrella. At the next stage design tools and people are hired for projects[21-23].

prominent and people with 5-8 years of experience are hired and deployed onto projects.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper people traits required for efficiently executing development of a software is explained. Apart from

this tools required to facilitate software development is also explained. The people traits and tools are explained

by comparing the requirements at every stage of the software development lifecycle model. At a future stage one

can get into details of people traits and corresponding tools which can be enhanced so as to make the software

development ecosystem advance further. One can demonstrate the same be making use of a pilot at any small

software company and compare the results with the already existing best practices followed in Information

technology industry in general and a small scale corporate in particular.
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